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Non-coding DNA has consistently increased during
evolution of higher eukaryotes. Since the number of
genes has remained relatively static during the evolution
of complex organisms, it is believed that increased
degree of sophisticated regulation of genes has contrib-
uted to the increased complexity. A higher proportion of
non-coding DNA, including repeats, is likely to provide
more complex regulatory potential. Here, we propose
that repeats play a regulatory role by contributing to
the packaging of the genome during cellular differentia-
tion. Repeats, and in particular the simple sequence
repeats, are proposed to serve as landmarks that can
target regulatory mechanisms to a large number of geno-
mic sites with the help of very few factors and regulate
the linked loci in a coordinated manner. Repeats may,
therefore, function as common target sites for regulatory
mechanisms involved in the packaging and dynamic
compartmentalization of the chromatin into active and
inactive regions during cellular differentiation.
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Introduction
Comparison of sequences of eukaryotic genomes has

revealed that the number of protein coding genes does not

increase appreciably with the increase in the complexity of

organisms. A simple organism such as Caenorhabditis

elegans with only about 1,000 somatic cells contains more

than 19,000 protein coding genes that account for �25% of its

genome (100 Mb), while a far more complex organism like the

human has a similar number of genes, �20,000, but they

account for only �2% of the genome (3,000 Mb).(1–3) This

indicates that biological complexity has evolved not by
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addition of more genes to the genome, but by more

sophisticated regulation of preexisting genes. Alternate

splicing and post-translational modifications are additional

mechanisms that amplify the proteome complexity of higher

eukaryotes. However, transcriptional regulation remains the

major mechanism to execute developmental programs. Much

of the transcriptional regulation is achieved by a variety of cis-

regulatory elements present in the non-coding part of the

genome. It is now generally accepted that the selective

advantage conferred by the accumulation of non-coding DNA

is a factor in the increase in genome size in complex

organisms(3) (Fig. 1).

Eukaryotes, compared to simpler organisms, have to

contend with two more levels of regulation: (i) they lack the

simple operon system for coordinated expression of meta-

bolically related proteins; genes comprising a metabolic or

developmental pathway are typically dispersed on different

chromosomes, and (ii) the nucleus is organized into distinct

‘‘active’’ and ‘‘inactive’’ compartments. Thus eukaryotes need
Figure 1. Eukaryotic genome size and proportion of non-coding

DNA from lower to higher eukaryotes. Minimum genome size con-

sistently increases from simple eukaryotes like yeast to complex

vertebrates like human. The proportion of coding DNA is very small

in the bigger genomes, indicating that much of the genome acquired

by these organisms is non-coding.
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mechanisms to identify coordinately regulated genes and

move them to appropriate regions to regulate gene expres-

sion in a cell type-specific manner. It is likely that these

functions are also carried out by the non-coding regions

in the genome. Repetitive elements represent a major

component of the non-coding sequences in higher eukar-

yotes; e.g., repeat elements comprise �60% of the non-

coding fraction of the human genome.(4) Since repeats

constitute the major component of complex genomes, their

functional relevance has been a matter of speculation for

several decades.(5,6) Several observations indicate that

repeat elements are under selection pressure and, therefore,

have functional significance, e.g., nature of accumulated

repetitive elements, their non-random distribution pattern and

association with different nuclear compartments.(7–12) The

biological utility of repetitive elements is further indicated by

the presence of several repeat-specific DNA-binding pro-

teins(13–15) and the observation that many repeats are

transcribed.(9,16–20)

Recent investigations have provided evidence for a role of

repeat elements in a variety of functions, such as higher-order

organization of chromatin structure,(8,19–24) regulation of gene

expression at transcriptional(7,10,12,25–35) as well as post-

transcriptional levels,(17,36–40) cell division,(41,42) and human

aging and disease.(43–46) While these investigations implicate

repeat elements in a variety of nuclear processes, they do not

provide evidence for a direct role for repeats in such

processes. Here we hypothesize that certain repeat ele-

ments, particularly the simple sequence repeats (SSRs),

participate in the packaging of the genome and in the

mediation of long-range interactions that can lead to

clustering of coordinately regulated loci. Such repeats may,

therefore, be regarded as the ‘‘punctuation marks’’ to facilitate

expression of the language of the genome sequence

consisting of four letters.
Repetitive elements

A typical eukaryotic genome harbors a rich variety of repeat

elements that differ in their length, sequence, distribution in

the genome, and their implicated function (summarized in

Table 1). Despite these differences, repeat elements can be

categorized into two broad groups: (i) interspersed repeats

that include the DNA/RNA transposons, and (ii) tandem

repeats that include satellite DNA and SSR. In addition to the

differences in the repeat pattern and sequence, these

elements also vary in their origins, mechanism of expan-

sion/maintenance, abundance and length of the repeat unit in

a given genome.(47,48) As discussed below, several recent

studies suggest that these elements may have important

functions in genome organization and expression of asso-

ciated genes (Table 1).
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Transposon-derived sequences

The most abundant repeat sequences in eukaryotes are the

transposon-derived sequences (henceforth referred to as

transposons), comprising �5% of the Drosophila genome

and �50% of the human genome.(48) Transposons can be

divided into two broad classes, i.e., the DNA-transposon and

RNA- or retro-transposons. Retro-transposons are of several

kinds, i.e., long interspersed elements (LINEs), short

interspersed elements (SINEs), and long terminal repeat

(LTR) retro-transposons (Table 1). SINEs are abundant in

animal genomes and the number of SINE families differs

significantly among species. The human genome has Alu

as the single predominant SINE, while the mouse genome

has two predominant SINEs known as B1 and B2. It has been

shown that SINE elements are transcribed both in human

(Alu) and mouse (B2) and that the ensuing non-coding RNAs

(ncRNAs) interact with RNA pol-II at the promoter of heat-

shock non-responsive genes and regulate mRNA transcrip-

tion in trans.(17,18,36,37) Even though Alu and B2 SINEs share

similar functions, they are not related in sequence. Several

regulatory functions have been proposed for these transpo-

sons, ranging from mammalian-specific brain patterning(27)

and siRNA,(49) to coordinated and chromatin-mediated

transcriptional regulation.(12) Intriguingly, Alu sequences in

humans are a major site for RNA editing and their abundance

correlates with a massive increase in the extent of RNA

editing relative to other mammals.(50,51) Another transposon,

LINE, has been shown to be involved in chromosome

organization,(52,53) imprinting,(54) and regulation of gene

expression.(55–58) Like SINEs and LINEs, LTRs have also

been implicated in nuclear processes, e.g., heterochromatin

formation at centromere and telomere, maintenance of

nucleolus organizing region (NOR),(59,60) and chromatin

domain boundary functions that also mediate long-range

interaction.(10,33)

DNA-transposons are widely distributed but less abundant

compared to the retro-transposons (Table 1). These elements

have often been found to be associated with new alleles

primarily due to disruption of regulatory regions.(61–63)

Different interconnected mechanisms have been implicated

in the silencing mediated by these elements,(64–66) and they

are thought to act as moving targets for local heterochromatin

formation due to their repetitive nature.(20)

Satellite DNA

Satellite sequences are frequent and commonly organized as

large clusters on chromosomes in animals and plants. Several

studies indicate that satellite repeats are important and can

directly influence the chromosome organization, transcrip-

tional as well as post-transcriptional aspects of gene regulation

(Table 1). For example, satellite repeats have been shown
BioEssays 32:165–174, � 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.



able 1. Repeat elements of eukaryotic genome

lass(73) Order Repeat length aAbundance (%)

copy number(4)
Occurrence(73) Structural features,(73) special

features, and functions

etro-

transposons

LTR 10–25 kb Moderate (8) 450 000 P, M, F, O Encodes LTRs, gag, pol, and env genes, TSDs

Present throughout genome

Common in plants, only

transposon found in S. cerevisiae

Regulation of gene expression(29,74–79)

LINE L1 6–7 kb

(mammals)

High (21) 850 000 P, M, F, O Contain TSDs, reverse

transcriptase/endonuclease domains,

pol-II promoter

Present in heterochromatin. R2, RTE and

Jockey superfamilies found only in metazoans

X inactivation(80)

Telomere maintenance(53,75,81)

Alteration of cell fate(82)

SINE 80–500 bp High (13) 1 500 000 P, M, F Contain TSDs, derived from

7SLRNA, tRNA/5SRNA,

pol III promoter

Alu-300 bp Present in euchromatin, 5S

RNA derived SINES not

reported in plants

Nucleosome positioning(83)

Regulation of gene

expression(7,12,17,18,27,36–38,49,84,85)

SVA Variable 1.5–2.8 kb Very low 3000 M Hominid specific, composite,

non-autonomous retrotransposons(86)

Present in euchromatin

Implicated in gene duplication(87)

DIR DIRS 1–4.7 kb – P, M, F, O Unusual termini-either split

direct repeats or inverted repeats

PLE Variable – P, M, F, O Contain TSDs, LTRs, and encodes reverse

transcriptase/endonuclease domains

Present in euchromatin

NA-

transposons

TIR 1–10 kb Low (3) 300 000 P, M, F, O Contain TSDs, TIR, encodes

DDE transposase

Present throughout genome

P elements in Drosophila

Mutator in maize and Tc3 in nematodes

prefer insertion in proximity of genes

Evolution of new genes(88)

CRY 4 kb(88) – F Contain TSDs, no TIR, encode

tyrosine recombinase

HEL 5.5–17 kb(89) – P, M, F Contain no TSDs, ends-TC/CTRR

(R¼purine), encode Y2 tyrosine recombinase,

0–3% in mammals, >2% in C. elegans and

Arabidopsis thaliana

Actively transposing in Myotis lucifugus(90)

MAV 15–25 kb(88) – M, F, O Contain long TIRs, TSDs, encodes

11 proteins (DNA pol B and integrase)

Satellite a-170 bp – P, M, O Present in heterochromatin,

b-68 bp Transcribed from both the strands(16,67–69)

g-220 bp Heterochromatin formation and

chromosome segregation(19,20,67,71,72)

Sat1-25–48 bp Nucleolar integrity(21)

Sat2 and 3–5 bp Regulation of gene expression(40,91,92)

SR 1–7 bp – (3) P, M, F, O Present non-randomly

Regulation of gene expression(11,93–99)

or human genome.

RY, crypton; DIRS, Dictyostellium interspersed repeats; HEL, helitron; MAV, maverick; LINEs, long interspersed nuclear elements; SINEs, small

terspersed nuclear elements; LTRs, long terminal repeat; P, plants; M, metazoans; F, fungi; O, others; PLE, penelope like elements; SVA, SINE

NTR and Alu (VNTR, variable number tandem repeat); TIR, terminal inverted repeats; TSDs, target site duplications.
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to be critically important for centromere heterochromatin

formation and chromosome segregation.(20,22) Satellite

repeats are transcribed from both the strands in plants and

animals,(16,67–69) and are important for the establishment

and maintenance of heterochromatin.(21–24,70) Additionally,

long ncRNA encompassing a few satellite monomers are

components of the kinetochore.(67) Some satellites, like

satellite III, are transcribed upon stress and can influence

splicing.(40) Similar to the centromere satellite repeats,

the telomere satellite repeats are also required for

maintaining proper chromosome length and constitutive

heterochromatin.(19,71,72)

SSRs

SSRs or microsatellites, very common in the complex

genomes, are short sequences of nucleotides (1–6 bp in

length) that are repeated in tandem. These are among the

most variable types of DNA sequence (Table 1). The genomic

distribution of SSRs is non-random, and these repeats have

accumulated in the genome in parallel with the evolution of

complexity in plants and animals, whereas in prokaryotes

their abundance is relatively low.(47) In the case of the

human genome, iteration of SSR motifs are found at

hundreds of thousands of places along the entire length

of chromosomes.(4) SSRs have been shown to be

clustered around pericentromere, sub-telomeric, and

some euchromatic regions of chromosomes.(100–103) Recent

studies indicate a role for SSRs in a variety of nuclear

functions.(45,46,94,95,104,105)

Functional relevance of repetitive DNA –
a journey from junk to jewel

The function of the ubiquitous repeat sequences has been a

matter of much speculation. The unusual abundance of

repetitive elements has attracted the view that this part of

genome may have no function and was termed selfish or junk

DNA.(106–108) Views have varied from one extreme of ‘‘junk

DNA’’ to other extreme of ‘‘every nucleotide is at least

infinitesimally functional.’’(109) The idea that repeats may have

function has been proposed many times, starting from the

time of McClintock.(6) For several decades it has been

speculated that repeats may be implicated in protection from

mutations, fuel for evolutionary mechanisms and regulation of

genes.(5,109–114) Most of these ideas have, however, been

restricted primarily, although not exclusively, to transposable

elements and, although they provided an exciting prospect for

interesting repeat DNA biology, very little experimental

evidence existed until recently in their support. Much less

has been said about the functional significance of SSRs,

which contributing �3% of the human genome far exceed the

protein-coding component.
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Here we discuss the potential role of SSRs in packaging

the genome and mediating long-range chromosomal inter-

actions to cluster together a number of loci for coordinated

expression. We revisit recent literature to support this view

with a variety of experimental evidence.

SSR-based genome packaging code

Abundance and distribution

The first clue about functional significance of SSRs comes

from their distribution pattern in different genomes. While in

some organisms SSRs are clustered in specific regions of the

chromosomes, e.g., pericentromeric or sub-telomeric

regions,(100–103) in complex genomes these repeats are

generally dispersed throughout the genome in a non-random

manner, highly populating the intergenic region.(47) In

addition to the non-random distribution pattern, there are

several other observations that point to a selection pressure

favoring acquisition and maintenance of these repeats. For

example, only few of all the possible SSRs have accumulated

in complex genomes,(115) in some cases longer stretches of

repeat are more abundant than shorter stretches,(100) several

proteins that bind specifically to repeats are known and,

finally, many repeats are transcribed (see below). These

observations strongly suggest that the SSR component is

unlikely to be junk DNA or a neutral or random evolutionary

relic.

Repeats as punctuation marks of genome packaging

code

We propose that SSRs (and perhaps other types of repeat

elements) are components of a ‘‘genome packing code’’ to

condense the genome in a cell type-specific manner. Being

repetitive in nature, such elements can function as landmarks

for similar/concerted chromatinization process to operate on

select regions of genome. For example, a large number of loci

linked to a repeat can be targeted by a repeat-binding protein

or transcript that can function as a guide for targeted landing

of specific functions. This immediately offers the possibility of

coordinated expression of a large number of genes

associated with repeats in different regions of the chromo-

some, and even on different chromosomes, with the help of a

very small number of DNA-binding proteins. Such proteins

can bind and recruit other partners to gather genome regions

linked to these repeats to a few nuclear compartments, and

lead to coordinated expression of the genes marked by such

repeats (Fig. 2). Differential regulation of such factors or post-

translational modifications can facilitate a cell type-specific

switch that can operate at a large number of loci. Regulated

expression of such targeting factors acting on specific repeat

elements can greatly simplify the complex regulation of a
BioEssays 32:165–174, � 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.



Figure 2. Repeat-dependent cell type-specific genomic packaging

code. A: Genomic DNA. B: Genome marked with different repeat

elements shown as different colored spheres. Repeat-specific DNA-

binding proteins can allow chromatin loop formation by bringing the

repeats together. C: Different kinds of repeat can interact with the help

of different set of proteins and cluster the linked loci to different

nuclear compartments. D: In a different cell type where a particular

repeat-specific DNA-binding proteins is absent, the clustering can be

altered, leading to a different conformation. Such altered packaging

can have direct and coordinated regulatory consequences.
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large number of genes in a cell type- and stage-specific

manner. Repeat elements can function like punctuation marks

that are used repeatedly in different genomic contexts to

facilitate expression of genetic information.

Long-range interactions mediated by SSRs

One of the key features of this model is that repeat elements

mediate long-range interactions for coordinated regulation of

gene expression (Fig. 2). Several independent observations

point to such mechanisms. One such example is that of brown

Dominant (bwD) mutation of Drosophila. This mutation is

caused by the insertion of an �2 Mb block of GAGA satellite

DNA at the brown locus of chromosome 2. In heterozygous

context, the satellite DNA drags not only the affected brown

locus, but also its normal homolog into centromeric hetero-

chromatin. This heterochomatinization of the wild-type brown

locus manifests as variegated expression of the brown gene

in which the ‘‘tagged’’ locus effectively causes in trans

silencing of its normal counterpart on the homologous

chromosome.(92,116) Another example of widespread long-

range interactions is that of the odorant receptor (OR) genes.

The OR gene family in mouse comprises �1,300 members

scattered on 12 different chromosomes. The expression of
BioEssays 32:165–174, � 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
this gene family is controlled by a single odorant

H-enhancer.(11) Thus, the expression of an OR gene is

possible only when its promoter is brought to the vicinity of the

enhancer as a consequence of inter- or intra-chromosomal

interactions. While the molecular basis for these interactions

is not known, it is interesting to note that several OR loci are

associated with retrotransposons and SSRs, and that the

H-enhancer is also embedded in SSRs.(117) However, a direct

role for the repeat elements in the expression of OR gene

remains to be established.

One possible candidate for an SSR element acting as a

marker for genome compartmentalization is the GATA repeat

element. We have earlier shown that the GATA tetranucleo-

tide SSR has several unique features.(100) For example,

longer stretches of the repeat, GATA10–12, are more

abundant that shorter stretches, and the longer stretches

are mostly intergenic and associated with sequences with a

very high matrix association potential. We also observed that

longer GATA repeats on human Y chromosome are

associated with genes that are expressed early during

development, indicating that these repeats might be marking

loci for coordinated expression by long-range chromosomal

interactions that clusters the GATA repeat-linked loci.(100)

These studies support the idea that SSRs may function as

genome packaging tools and coordinate expression of genes

by facilitating long-range interactions.

To assess the patterns of GATA repeats in other genomes,

we compared the length and abundance of this repeat in

15 eukaryotic genomes. Longer repeats, GATA10–12, are

more favored in most of the vertebrates, but not the

invertebrates; an exception is the Zebrafish in which even

longer repeats are more abundant (Fig. 3). It will be

interesting to map the context of these longer repeats and

investigate their function. Extensive SSR analysis of

genomes will reveal if elements other than GATA have a

similar unusual abundance of longer repeats. Different kinds

of repeats in different genomic context can have a differential

functional consequence for coordinated regulation of gene

expression (Fig. 4).

One of the best characterized examples of spatial

organization of chromatin comes from repeat elements

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Telomeric repeats that mark

the end of the chromosomes have been implicated not only in

telomere length maintenance, but also in nuclear

organization and regulation of genes located in the proximity

of telomeres and long range functional interactions.(118,119)

Telomeres in S. cerevisiae are known to be clustered in

several distinct foci that lie near the nuclear membrane.(120)

The observations with yeast telomeric repeats suggest that

repeat element-mediated higher order organization of

chromatin emerged early in the evolution of eukaryotic

genomes, at a stage where the repeat component of the

genome was minimal or moderate, and the putative
169



Figure 4. Long-range interactions mediated by repeats. Repeats

can organize chromatin into specific compartments. A: Similar kinds

of repeat-associated loci are shown in same color. B: Associated loci,

due to differential expression of corresponding repeat-binding protein

(e.g., repeat-interacting protein, green) can allow movement of the

associated loci to a common compartment. Such chromatin move-

ment can have regulatory consequences for the associated genes.

Figure 3. Abundance of different size GATA repeats in the genome

of different species. Longer GATA repeats (10–12 times in tandem)

are enriched in several vertebrates including human. Zebrafish has

the distinction of possessing a higher abundance of longer GATA

repeats (peaking in around 20 repeats in tandem). This trend of higher

abundance of longer repeats is not seen in several other eukaryotes

including, yeast, insects, worms, plants, and some other higher

eukaryotes.
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evolutionary advantage offered by such systems was

the driving force for the accumulation of repeat elements in

the genomes of more complex eukaryotes.

Apart from the SSR, there is increasing evidence pointing to

the functionality associated with the evolution and enrichment

of other class of repetitive elements. Transposable elements

like Idefix and Gypsy retro-transposons in Drosophila have

been shown to be involved in higher order organization of

genomic loci in nuclear compartments and coordinate gene

regulation.(77,78) Several studies indicate that SINE elements

may promote transcription by looping to specific promoters to

activate those genes.(7,27,121,122) In humans, tandem repeat of

the DXZ4 (3 kb) array is organized as heterochromatin on

active X and euchromatin on inactive X-chromosome.(9) These

repeats are critical for developmental control of X-inactivation,

and the importance of this stretch of repeats is indicated by the

finding that contraction in number of the array is associated

with facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy.(123) These

studies thus provide a functional link between repeats and

the regulation of associated loci.

Repeats as chromatin domain boundary elements

Eukaryotic chromosomes harbor both active and inactive

genes along their length. The active regions must be insulated

from neighboring repressed or inactive regions by domain

boundaries. Such chromatin elements that divide genomes

into functional domains are expected to occur several

thousand times in a complex genome.(124) Boundary

elements are, therefore, likely to be associated with, or even

overlap with, at least some repeats. As indicated earlier,
170
elements like SINE B2 in mouse, Gypsy and Idefix in

Drosophila have been linked to boundary activities.(7,10,25)

Our earlier studies indicated that SSRs like GATA repeats

can have the potential to function as chromatin domain

boundaries.(100) Marking of domains by such boundaries

may be relevant to genome packaging with multiple

functional consequence, like prevention of inappropriate

spread of heterochromatin into euchromatin, restricting

enhancers and silencers to their legitimate target promoters

and defining functionally independent regions within genomes

(Fig. 5).

Mechanisms of SSR-mediated global regulatory

events

Repeat-binding protein-mediated events

The clustering-based networking requires protein factors that

specifically bind to repeats. Repeat-binding proteins asso-
BioEssays 32:165–174, � 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.



Figure 5. Repeats mediate chromatin domain formation. Different repeat elements are shown to punctuate the genome into different domains.

The hetero-euchromatic boundary (HEB) can demarcate transition between heterochromatin (domain 1) and euchromatin (domains 2–4). Within

euchromatic regions, euchromatic boundaries (EB) can sub-divide chromatin into functional distinct domains (active domains 2 and 3; inactive

domain 4). These repeats can prevent the spread of repressive effect into the euchromatin from heterochromatin. Boundaries can also allow

legitimate interaction between the regulatory elements, activation in domain 2–3 (solid arrow) and repression in domain 4 (dotted arrow), and

disallow inappropriate interactions (dotted arrow). R, repeat; S, silencer; E, enhancer.
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ciated with their distant target sites in the genome can bring

such target sites into physical proximity by protein-protein

interactions. Interestingly, several repeat-binding proteins

have been isolated.(125,126) For example, GAGA repeats,

which are abundantly present in the eukaryotic genome, have

been shown to be bound by GAGA-associated factor (GAF) in

Drosophila melanogaster, BBR in barley, GBP in soybean and

rice, and angiogenin in mammal.(125,127–129) Such repeat-

binding proteins are likely to control large numbers of loci

associated with these repeats, although much remains to be

done to fully understand their function. Any sequence element

that marks a large number of loci is automatically identified as

repetitive in nature. As described above, one way to use them

as switches of regulatory mechanisms is through the

sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins that recognize them.

Differential regulation of a few such proteins can influence

expression of a large number of loci linked to their target

repeats. Clustering of multiple loci involving the cohesin

complex that cooperates with the boundary function of CTCF

has recently been shown, and involves bundling of distant

chromatin fibers in a ring like structure.(130) Any ‘‘repeat

connection’’ to such a mechanism, however, has yet to be

demonstrated.

RNA-mediated events

An alternative to protein-mediated clustering of coordinately

expressed loci and/or regulation of gene expression is

the use of RNA transcribed from repeat elements. Even if

only a few repeat loci produce transcripts, these ncRNA

molecules can diffuse throughout the nucleus and potentially

target all the loci linked to the repeat and act as ‘‘guide

molecules’’ for their clustering or compartmentaliza-

tion.(131,132) This suggests that regulation of one or few

repeat sites can serve as source loci by which the diffusible

repeat transcript can target the other loci. Such repeat RNAs

can act as scaffold for recruitment and maintenance of

stable protein complexes at target loci. This mechanism will
BioEssays 32:165–174, � 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
be similar to the one in which roX1 and roX2 ncRNA

molecules in D. melanogaster serve as ‘‘nucleation sites’’ at

the transcription initiation site as well as �150 other high-

affinity ‘‘entry sites’’ on the X chromosome.(133,134) These

ncRNA molecules interact with the dosage compensation

complex and target them to nucleation/entry sites on the X

chromosome, leading to sustained hyper activation of the X

chromosome in male Drosophila. In this context, it is

interesting to note that a large number of repeats, including

satellite repeats, are transcribed. It remains to be seen if only

a subset of these loci is actually transcribed and what the

function is of these RNA molecules.
Concluding remarks

A lot remains to be understood about transcriptional

regulation in eukaryotes that involves intra- and inter-

chromosomal long-range interactions. New techniques that

address the 3D analysis of the nuclear architecture and

chromatin interactions have infused fresh excitement into the

field of the spatial organization of chromatin networks, long-

range interactions and functional consequences of such

interactions. Repetitive elements are strong contenders for a

key role in these mechanisms by marking sites of interaction

of the linked loci, leading to their clustering/compartmental-

ization and coordinated regulation of gene expression as the

functional consequence of this organization. Association or

overlap of repeats with a variety of other regulatory elements

can significantly expand the repertoire and efficiency of such

a mechanism. One indication of a direct role of repeat

elements in genomic packaging and coordinated expression

is emerging from the non-random distribution of such

elements and their association with sets of genes that are

functionally related.(135–140) Identification and analysis of

repeats in context of the regulatory feature of the genes linked

to such elements and characterization of proteins that can
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interact with repeats and the transcripts emerging from

repetitive DNA will allow us to gain a better understanding of

genome organization and regulation. The potential of repeat

elements to function as switches operated by a very small

number of interacting factors (RNA/proteins) as a part of

genomic packaging code and gene regulation processes

provides a new perspective on evolutionary mechanisms that

have shaped complex eukaryotic genomes.
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